This paper presents a study of the absorption of electromagnetic power that results from the interaction of electromagnetic waves and cylindrical bumps or trenches on flat conducting surfaces. Configurations are characterized by means of adequately selected dimensionless variables and parameters so that applicability to mathematically equivalent (but physically diverse) systems can be achieved easily. Electromagnetic fields and absorption increments caused by such surface defects are evaluated by means of a high-order integral equation method which resolves fine details of the field near the surface, and which was validated by fully analytical approaches in a range of computationally challenging cases. The computational method is also applied to problems concerning bumps and trenches on imperfect conducting planes for which analytical solutions are not available. Typically, we find that absorption is enhanced by the presence of the defects considered, although, interestingly, absorption can also be significantly reduced in some cases-such as, e.g., in the case of a trench on a conducting plane where the incident electric field is perpendicular to the plane. Additionally, it is observed that, for some small-skin-depths large-wavelengths, the absorption increment is proportional to the increase in surface area. Significant physical insight is obtained on the heating that results from various types of electromagnetic incident fields. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction of electromagnetic waves with rough surfaces is an important topic in science and engineering: surface roughness is known to cause excessive electromagnetic power absorption, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and it is one of the major limiting factors to the performance of radio-frequency (RF) cavities and slow wave structures 3, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] with an impact on communication systems, 1, 8, 11 particle accelerators, 1, 9, 13 and material characterization at microwave frequencies.
14, 15 The enhanced power loss due to surface and interface roughness exerts significant effects on signal integrity of microelectronic circuits. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Other effects due to surface roughness, such as local electric and magnetic field enhancements, may trigger RF-breakdown 5, 8, 11, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and abrupt quenching 2, 7, 9 (i.e., rapid loss of superconductivity) of a superconducting cavity.
Early work on characterization of the effects of surface roughness on electromagnetic power loss dates back to the 1940s when Morgan 1 first studied the increased resistive power loss for a periodic two-dimensional (2D) ridged structure. The propagation of electromagnetic waves on rough surfaces was studied extensively by Wallis, Maradudin, and Mills in the 1970s, including uses of the Born approximation and approximations of first order in the surface roughness. 24, 25 In 1996, Groiss et al. 26 obtained an empirical scaling relation by fitting solutions of boundary value problems obtained by use of the finite-element method (FEM); this scaling relation was eventually adopted in the commercial FEM software High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) 27 for characterization of conductor losses arising from surface roughness. Despite extensive usage, the frequency regime of validity for this scaling relation is not fully determined as yet. 5 Recently, both periodic 28, 29 and random 16 roughness profiles have been studied using various methods. Holloway and Kuester 28 calculated the power loss associated with periodic conducting and superconducting rough interfaces using a generalized impedance boundary condition. However, the fine details of the field near surfaces are not resolved. Matsushima and Nakata 29 utilized the equivalent source method to numerically study periodic rectangular, triangular, and semielliptical grooves both transverse and parallel to current flow. There are also studies on modeling the surface roughness with randomly distributed bosses on surface. 30, 31 Accurate analytical scaling has been obtained for the power absorption due to a single hemispherical protrusion, of arbitrary permittivity e, conductivity r, and permeability l, located on a resonant cavity's surface. 5 In this paper, we provide an accurate assessment of the enhanced electromagnetic power absorption caused by small local surface defects consisting of cylindrical bumps or trenches, where we assume the radius a of the defect is much smaller than the free space wavelength k (a ( k) and the radius of curvature of the surface at the location of the defect (in the absence of the defect) is much larger than k, so that the surface can be considered as locally flat in the absence of the defect. The 2D surface defect is assumed to be in the form of either a single semi-cylindrical bump or trench located on an otherwise flat surface (Figs. 1 and 3) . The calculation is two-dimensional, using a high-order integral equation method (HIEM). 32 Here, we focus on the long wavelength case, where the radius of the bump (or trench), denoted by a > 0, is assumed to be smaller than the electromagnetic wavelength k > 0 exterior to the bump (or trench): a/k ( 1. The short wavelength limit, a/k > 1, together with some new features such as "pseudo resonances," will be addressed in a separate publication. Our use of HIEM instead of other methods such as the FDTD 33 and the FEM 34 is driven by a number of motivations: (1) The HIEM can effectively produce valuable high-frequency results whereas at high frequencies FDTD and FEM become badly behaved; the HIEM does not require either (2) discretization of a large computational domain (only the trench or bump curve needs to be discretized and the effect of the planar dielectric interface is automatically incorporated via the dielectric-layer Green function) or (3) use of artificial boundary conditions (also called absorbing or transparent boundary conditions); and (4) the HIEM is highly accurate, even when used at relatively low discretization densities. In the present paper, we concentrate only on the validation of HIEM, and the new physical insights the highly accurate HIEM solutions provide in the low frequency regimes. As shown in Sec. II A, in particular, the solutions produced by the HIEM can be utilized to evaluate accurately and reliably the power absorption caused by surface defects.
To validate the numerical methodology while providing useful physical insight, in Sec. II B we consider problems whereby a semi-cylindrical bump lies on a perfectly conducting surface (PEC) under various electromagnetic incident fields ( Figs. 1 and 2 ; Zhang et al.,
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). Thus validated, the HIEM approach is used to treat important structures which defy analytical treatment, namely, cylindrical bumps and trenches on finitely conducting flat surfaces (Fig. 3) -where, letting r denote the conductivity at the RF frequency x, the permittivity in the bump equals the (complex, scalar) permittivity e 1 ¼ e 1r þ ir/x in the pristine conducting half-space. The permittivity e 2 in the region outside the conducting structure is taken as a real constant, and the magnetic permeability l ¼ l 1 ¼ l 2 is assumed real and constant throughout space. Clearly, letting d ¼ (2/xl 1 r) 1/2 denote the skin depth associated with the conducting material, the ratio d/a may take on an arbitrary value ranging from zero to infinity: d ! 1 corresponds to an insulating surface and d ¼ 0 corresponds to a perfectly conducting surface.
Figures 7-12, which display heating profiles that arise for a wide range of standing-wave and plane-wave RF incident fields, demonstrate the great variety of surface heating profiles that may arise as a result of the surface defects under consideration. Section III discusses the physical mechanisms that give rise to such variety of heating patterns; in all, our HIEM model gives rise to significant physical insight on the heating induced under incident fields of various types. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the physical problems we consider as well as corresponding analytical solutions based on ideas presented in Zhang et al. 5 Section III presents our main results on enhanced power absorption due to surface defects. Concluding remarks, finally, are provided in Sec. IV.
II. NUMERICAL METHOD AND BENCHMARKS

A. Electromagnetic theory and high-order integral solver
In this section, we consider the problem of scattering of a general plane or standing electromagnetic wave by a cylindrical defect (bump or trench) on a conducting or perfectly conducting half-plane ( Figs. 1 and 3 ). For clarity, in what follows we call X 1 the region occupied by the conducting material, and we let X 2 denote the region outside X 1 . The symmetry of the defects allows for the total electromagnetic field to be expressed as a linear combination of transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) fields. As is well known, 35 in TE-polarization the total electromagnetic field is given by ðE;
2, where the z-component of the total magnetic field u j satisfies the Helmholtz equation
with wavenumber k j ¼ x ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi e j l j p ð0 arg k j < p=2Þ. Similarly, in TM-polarization the total electromagnetic field is given by ðE; HÞ ¼ ðu j e 3 ; ðixl j Þ À1 r Â ðu j e 3 ÞÞ in X j , j ¼ 1, 2, where the z-component of the electric field u j satisfies the Helmholtz equation (1) . The continuity of the tangential components of E and H at the interface between two conducting/dielectric media 35 (CD) under TE and TM polarizations leads, respectively, to the transmission conditions
Here n denotes the unit normal to the boundary C 12 between X 1 and X 2 . On a PEC surface, on the other hand, the tangential components of the electric field vanish, 35 and we thus have
The Helmholtz equation (1) and associated boundary conditions (2) lead to a well-posed 2D scattering problem from which the unknown functions u j in X j (j ¼ 1, 2) can be obtained. The problems of scattering thereby formulated can be solved numerically by utilizing the HIEM introduced in Ref. 32 . The HIEM is based on single-layer-potential field representations, efficient evaluation of Sommerfeld integrals, and quadrature rules which produce the single-layer potential with high-order accuracy in spite of Green-function and geometric singularities. In detail, according to the nomenclature established in Ref. 32 , the conducting bump on the PEC plane ( Fig. 1 ) on one hand, and both the bump and the trench on the finitely conducing plane (Fig. 3) on the other, correspond to problems of types III and I, respectively. In this paper, we consider the power dissipation that results from three different types of incident electromagnetic fields for which (i) the electric field E 0 is perpendicular to the conducting surface with wavevector k perpendicular to the cylinder axis (see Fig. 3 ), where the complex amplitude of the electric field equal to ðe ik 2 x þ e Àik 2 x Þ=2 ¼ cosðk 2 xÞ; (ii) the magnetic field H (denoted in this case by H 01 ) is perpendicular to axis of the defect with wavevector k perpendicular to the planar interface, where the complex amplitude of the incident magnetic field is equal to e Àik 2 y ; and (iii) the magnetic field H (denoted in this case by H 02 ) is parallel to the conducting surface and to the axis of the defect, where the complex amplitude of the magnetic field equal to ðe ik 2 x þ e Àik 2 x Þ=2 ¼ cosðk 2 xÞ. In what follows we present analytical expressions for the power dissipation for each one of these cases.
The incident fields in cases (i) and (iii) clearly lead to TE problems, and thus, to scalar functions u j (j ¼ 1, 2) which satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2a), and which, for the case of the bump on the PEC plane, additionally satisfy Eq. (2c). Once the functions u j have been obtained by application of the HIEM, the average electromagnetic power dissipated inside an arbitrary conducting region D & X 1 is given by
where the last expression in Eq. (3) results from the previous one by integration by parts. The HIEM provides both the magnetic field u 1 in X 1 and its normal derivative on the boundary of the defect, and thus, Eq. (3) allows us to evaluate the overall absorption without need to produce the gradient of u 1 . (Since in the HIEM the function u j is represented by means of a single-layer potential, direct evaluation of the gradient by differentiation of the corresponding integral representation leads to integral operators with kernels that possess strong singularities at the boundary of the defect and which are therefore difficult to integrate. The last expression in (3) allows us to bypass this difficulty). The incident-field in case (ii), in turn, leads a TM problem, and thus, to scalar functions u j which satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2b), and which, for the case of the bump on the PEC plane, additionally satisfy Eq. (2d). In this case, the power dissipated inside an arbitrary conducting region D & X 1 can be produced by means of the expression
B. Analytical model for code validation
The problem of electromagnetic power absorption by a cylindrical bump on a perfectly conducting surface can be solved analytically in the asymptotic limit a/k ( 1, without any restriction on the skin depth d (cf., e.g., Ref. (Figs. 2(a)-2(c) ), we now consider the auxiliary problems described in Figs. 2(d)-2(f). Figures 2(d)-2(f) (Figs. 2(d)-2(f) ). The high degree of symmetry (the fields configuration inside the perfect conducting semi-cylindrical cavity are equivalent to those of a cylindrical cavity of the same radius) allows us to analytically calculate the perturbation on the eigenmode and the perturbation on the eigenfrequency by this semi-cylindrical rod 5, 36, 37 (see the Appendix). The damping rates of the eigenmodes, c, are related to the average power loss P through the general relationship, 38 P ¼ 2cU, where U is the average electromagnetic energy stored in the eigenmode of the empty cavity. The power dissipation per unit axial length for the electromagnetic fields associated with the electric field E 0 and the magnetic fields H 01 and H 02 in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) , or equivalently in Figs. 2(d)-2(f), denoted by P E 0 ; P H 01 , and P H 02 , respectively, then reads 
where c E 01 ; c H 01 , and c H 02 are given in Eqs. (A2), (A5), and (A8), respectively, where E 0 (H 01 , H 02 ) is the peak value of the RF electric (magnetic) field of the TE11 (TM01, TE01) mode at the center of the semi-cylindrical cavity in the absence of the bump (Fig. 2) , and b E 0 ðb H 01 ; b H 02 Þ is the radius of the cavity for the TE11 (TM01, TE01) mode (cf. Eqs. (A1), (A4), and (A7)). maximum value of ðc E 0 =xÞðk=aÞ 2 is about 30, occurring at a value of d/a ¼ (1/2p)(k/a), as shown in Fig. 4(a) 2 ) 1 for a good conducting bump (d/a ( 1), as is also evident in Fig. 4 . Thus, heating by the RF magnetic field dominates over the heating by the RF electric field when d/a < 1. 5, 36, 37, 40 We emphasize that, physically, "heating by the RF magnetic field" is actually the same as ohmic heating due to the induced RF electric field within the bump by the external RF magnetic field component, and this is the physical basis of derivation of the magnetic polarizability for nonmagnetic materials by Landau and Lifshitz. 41 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since no analytical models have been found (to the authors' knowledge) for the problem of a cylindrical bump or a trench on a flat surface with finite conductivity (Fig. 3) , we perform numerical calculations using HIEM only. Following the code validation test of a bump on a perfectly conducting surface in Sec. II B, here we still assume that the incident electromagnetic fields may be considered as linear combination of three cases: E 0 , H 01 , and H 02 , each oscillating at the same frequency x (Fig. 3) . As described in Sec. II A, the case E 0 is calculated with a standing wave, which is formed by sending two TEM waves (both with electric field perpendicular to the flat surface) of equal amplitude and frequency from both sides of the bump, with the phases adjusted so that the total electric field (which is perpendicular to the flat surface) is maximum at the center of the bump when the bump is absent, (total magnetic field is zero there). The case H 02 is calculated similarly with the same standing wave, but with the phases of the TEM waves adjusted so that the total magnetic field (which is along the defect axis) is maximum at the center of the bump when it is absent (total electric field is zero there). The case H 01 is calculated by sending a TEM wave propagating perpendicularly to the surface, with the magnetic field perpendicular to the axis of the defect, where a standing wave is formed by the incident and reflected waves. Since the surface is assumed to be conductive, the electric field on the surface is small and the magnetic field (perpendicular to the bump axis) dominates near the surface. For simplicity, in this section we only consider cases in which the dielectric constant of the bump and the flat surface coincide.
For each of the three cases E 0 , H 01 , and H 02 , we compute the power absorption per unit axial length, P flat , due to the flat surface (when the defect is absent) using formula (3) or (4) depending on the polarization, integrating in the domain
. The boundary of the flat conducting plane is taken to be y ¼ 0. Similarly, the power absorption per unit axial length, P rough , due to the rough surface (when the defect is present) is computed using formula (3) or (4) (Figs. 6(a)-6(c) ) plot the ratio of the enhanced power absorption due to the bump (trench) to the ohmic loss of the pristine flat surface
as a function of d/a, for various values of k/a, and for the three incident fields under consideration. Figures 7, 8, and 9 (Figs. 10, 11 , and 12) display in great detail the magnitude of the electric field near the surface of the finitely conducting surface with the bump (trench) for all the three different cases E 0 , H 01 and H 02 respectively. The color scale in all these plots is adjusted so that the maximum (red) and the minimum (blue) match the corresponding maximum and minimum values of jEj inside the pristine conducting plane (in absence of the defect). In order to generate the plots for the cases E 0 and H 02 , the electric field is computed by evaluating the curl of the magnetic field by means of second-order finite differences on a polar grid around the surface of the defect and on a Cartesian grid everywhere else.
Interestingly, from Figs. 5(c) and 6(c) we observe that for the H 02 incident field and for large wavelength values (k/a ) 10) the quotient DP/P flat seems to approach the
and L flat ¼ 4a denote the length of the curve representing the boundary of the conducting surface on which the skin depth effect takes place in presence and absence of the defect respectively. In view of Surprisingly, in Fig. 6 we observe that, for some values of d/a, the electromagnetic absorption is actually reduced (not increased!) by the presence of the trench, specially in the cases E 0 and H 01 . As can be seen in the first two columns in Figs. 10 and 11, this may be explained by the fact that, for the cases E 0 and H 01 , dissipation around the surface of the trench is reduced.
We mention some salient features in the electric field patterns presented in the six 3 Â 3 figure arrays labeled as Figs. 7-12. We first note that four out of the six (c) entries in these arrays, namely, Figs. 7(c), 9(c), 10(c), and 12(c), are qualitatively different from all other entries in the respective arrays. We conjecture that these striking differences relate to corresponding marked differences in the magnitude ratios R of the conduction current to the displacement current
: the ratio R equals 0.05 in all of the entries (c) in Figs. 7-12, but it is either equal to or much higher than 5 for all other entries. In particular, only for the (c) entries is the displacement current much larger than the conduction current; the opposite is true for the remaining entries. (Comments concerning Figs. 8(c) and 11(c) are provided below in this section.)
Next, for the E 0 case, say in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), the RF magnetic field behaves like H z $ sinðk 2 xÞ on the flat surface in the absence of the bump. While H z is zero near x ¼ 0, it becomes quite high near x ¼ 6a in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) . Since the conduction current dominates in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) , the RF heating is dominated by the ohmic current of the inductive electric field that is caused by the RF magnetic field. 36, 37 This explains the electric field patterns shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) , and qualitatively Figs. 7(d), 7(e), 7(g), and 7(h). Figures 7(b) , 7(e), 7(h), 7(f), and 7(i), may be readily understood in terms of increased skin depths. Similar explanations may be applied to Figs. 10(a), 10(b), 10(d), 10(e), 10(g), and 10(h), bearing in mind that there is a reduction of the RF magnetic field at the trench (the RF electric field is also reduced there). Note that Figs. 10(f) and 10(i) are similar to Figs. 10(e) and 10(h), except that the skin depth of the former is 10 times larger than the latter.
For the first H 02 case, Fig. 9 (a), the RF magnetic field H z is dominant, and this is not affected by the bump. Thus, the heating is primarily due to the inductive electric field that is generated by H z . This explains the electric field pattern in Fig. 9(a) , and qualitatively Figs. 9(b), 9(d), 9(e), 9(g), and 9(h). We note that the severe current crowding shown in Figs. 9(f) and 9(i) is similar to the current crowding in thin films studied by Zhang et al. 42 The current flow patterns in the trench cases shown in Figs surface must be made very flat, otherwise the increase of magnetic field by surface roughness leads to quenching of a superconducting cavity. 2, 7, 9 This is also why there would be a higher inductive heating at the apex of the bump in Figs. 8(a) Fig. 11(a) , for instance, the "ambient" magnetic field H x decreases at the valley of the trench. This explains the induction heating patterns shown in Figs. 11(a), 11(d), and 11(g) . The remaining figures, 11(b), 11(c), 11(e), 11(f), 11(h), and 11(i), may be qualitatively understood in terms of increased skin depths in those parts.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides accurate evaluation of the electromagnetic field around a semi-cylindrical bump or trench on a locally flat conducting surface. Discussion of numerical results was restricted to cases in which (a) the size of the bump or trench is small compared with the wavelength of the radiation, and (b) the complex permittivity and permeability of the protrusion are constant. The latter constants may assume arbitrary values, however. The local RF electric and RF magnetic fields, E 0 and H 0 in the absence of the surface defect, may have arbitrary magnitudes and phases between them. The ohmic absorption by the bump and trench is calculated, and compared with the intrinsic ohmic absorption of an otherwise flat surface. The HIEM code 32 was validated against analytic theory, and it was then applied to cases which defy analytic treatment. The complicated field patterns displayed in Figs. 7-12 are given relatively simple physical interpretations. Thus, our paper offers some new insights into the roles in ohmic heating of surface defects that are played by the individual components of the RF magnetic field and the RF electric field of the incident waves.
The HIEM code was subsequently applied to the regime where the wavelength is of the order of or shorter than the radius of the semi-cylindrical bump (or trench). This work will be published elsewhere. We also anticipate future applications that include interactions between defects (bumps and/ or trenches), irregular geometries, infinite arrays (periodic and random), and three-dimensional effects.
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